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Abstract—Since its public introduction in the mid-2010s,
the Row Hammer (RH) phenomenon has drawn significant
attention from the research community due to its security
implications. Although many RH-protection schemes have been
proposed by processor vendors, DRAM manufacturers, and
academia, they still have shortcomings. Solutions implemented
in the memory controller (MC) incur increasingly higher costs
due to their conservative design for the worst case in terms
of the number of DRAM banks and RH threshold to support.
Meanwhile, DRAM-side implementation either has a limited
time margin for RH-protection measures or requires extensive
modifications to the standard DRAM interface. Recently, a
new command for RH-protection has been introduced in the
DDR5/LPDDR5 standards, referred to as refresh management
(RFM). RFM enables the separation of the tasks for RH-
protection to both MC and DRAM by having the former
generate an RFM command at a specific activation frequency
and the latter take proper RH-protection measures within
a given time window. Although promising, no existing study
presents and analyzes RFM-based solutions for RH-protection.
In this paper, we propose Mithril, the first RFM interface-
compatible, DRAM-MC cooperative RH-protection scheme
providing deterministic protection guarantees. Mithril has
minimal energy overheads for common use cases without adver-
sarial memory access patterns. We also introduce Mithril+, an
optional extension to provide minimal performance overheads
at the expense of a tiny modification to the MC, while utilizing
existing DRAM commands.

I. INTRODUCTION

Row Hammer (RH) has been critical DRAM reliability
and security vulnerabilities that have troubled the indus-
try for almost a decade. This refers to a phenomenon
in which a certain frequently activated row (aggressor)
results in bit-flips in the corresponding adjacent rows (vic-
tims). In particular, RH is incurred when the activation
rate exceeds the RH threshold (FlipTH ). RH is especially
dangerous as it breaks the basic integrity guarantee in
the computer system and can be abused in various attack
scenarios [1], [18], [13], [46], [12], [55], [59].

The criticality of this problem has motivated many RH-
protection solutions. There exist several software-based solu-
tions [4], [8], [55], [20], [31], but such of these typically in-
curs a high-performance cost and have limited coverage (i.e.,
only effective against a specific attack scenario). For these

reasons, architectural solutions have emerged as promising
alternatives.

One of the important design decisions for an architectural
RH-protection scheme is to determine where to implement
the proposed solution within the system. In practice, most
RH-protection solutions are either implemented in an on-
die memory controller (MC) or a DRAM device. For ex-
ample, Graphene [43], BlockHammer [56], and PARA [30]
have been proposed for implementation on the processor-
side MC, whereas TWiCe [32] and industry-oriented RH-
protection schemes [40], [15] are implemented in DRAM.
Unfortunately, both choices have their own drawbacks.

First, the MC-side implementation needs to provision
RH-protection resources for the worst-case scenario, where
the expected FlipTH level is very low and the processor
is connected to the maximum number of DRAM banks
it supports. As a result, this strategy tends to require a
large extra area for the counter structures utilized by the
RH-protection mechanism. DRAM-side implementations are
free from such concerns, as FlipTH of a specific DRAM
is more accurately estimated by DRAM vendors, and the
resource usage is proportional to the number of DRAM
banks because on-DRAM RH-protection schemes are often
deployed on a per-bank or per-DIMM basis. However, such
on-DRAM protection schemes have interface issues. To
secure the time margin for the extra operations for potential
RH victim rows, DRAM-side schemes must either request
the MC to generate non-standard adjacent row refresh
(ARR) commands or perform extra operations during the
auto-refresh process (ordinary DRAM operation) in a way
transparent to the MC. The former mechanism breaks the
abstraction that DRAM is a passive device, whereas the
latter [15], referred to as the time-margin-stealing method,
is not always possible depending on DRAM characteristics
such as the time margin during the auto-refresh process.

Refresh Management (RFM) is a newly added extension
for the latest DDR5 and LPDDR5 interfaces [23], [22], al-
lowing the DRAM-side implementation of an RH-protection
solution to cooperate smoothly with an MC. An MC sends
an RFM command at a specific activation frequency to a
target DRAM bank without specifying a target row. The
DRAM-side RH-protection scheme exploits the time margin
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provided by the RFM command to undertake necessary
operations. This cooperation between the MC and DRAM
effectively avoids the critical drawbacks of MC- or DRAM-
side only implementations.

Despite its promising traits, the applicability of RFM as
an RH-protection scheme has not been publicly verified or
properly evaluated to the best of our knowledge. A prior
probabilistic scheme [30] can be trivially applied. However,
prior deterministic (guaranteeing not to exceed FlipTH )
schemes cannot be directly applied to the RFM interface.
Prior ARR-based schemes reactively issue a command tar-
geting a specific row when the activation count reaches
a scheme-specific predefined threshold. However, given its
periodicity, the RFM interface is prone to the worst-case
scenario where a large number of rows will simultaneously
require a preventive refresh in a short time period, unlike
the ARR-based schemes. Thus, prior approaches are not
compatible with the RFM interface.

In this paper, we propose Mithril, a novel RFM-
compatible, deterministic RH-protection scheme that ex-
ploits MC and DRAM in a cooperative manner. To avoid
the aforementioned concentration of rows to refresh for RH-
protection, we utilize a greedy approach when selecting
the target row to refresh upon every RFM command. We
investigate the effective use of streaming algorithms [38]
(Section III) and provide a new mathematical proof through
which we guarantee deterministic protection by maintaining
the greedy selection scheme (Section IV and Appendix).

Finally, we propose 1) a hardware scheme to obviate
the need for counter table resets, which were mandatory
in prior studies; 2) an algorithmic optimization for energy
savings; and 3) an extension to the RFM interface to mitigate
the performance overhead by exploiting the memory access
patterns of ordinary workloads.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose Mithril, the first RFM-based RH-protection

scheme with deterministic safety guarantees, exploiting a
modified Counter-based Summary algorithm [37], [36].

• We provide a rigorous mathematical proof of the modi-
fied algorithm and the RH safety of Mithril.

• We suggest energy and performance optimization tech-
niques that exploit the memory access patterns of com-
mon, non-adversarial workloads.

II. BACKGROUND

A. DRAM Refresh

DRAM stores a single bit in a cell, composed of one
capacitor and one access transistor [41]. These cells are
organized into rows and columns. A DRAM row, the cells
of which share a wordline, is the granularity of the acti-
vation (ACT) and precharge (PRE), respectively allowing
and disallowing read or write operations on the row. The
read and write operation involves accessing a certain number
of columns in an activated row. DRAM is composed of

multiple banks. Each bank allows independent ACT, PRE,
read, and write operations. Multiple banks form a rank,
which shares the memory channel with other ranks and the
memory controller (MC) at the host side.

Due to the inherent characteristic of a DRAM cell ca-
pacitor, by which the stored charge leaks over time, the
cell value must be restored periodically [7], [5]. This type
of periodic restoration, referred to as an auto-refresh, is
initiated at every refresh (REF) command within the tRFC
(refresh time) period. Every DRAM row must be refreshed
at least once during every refresh window period (tREFW)
to be safe from this charge retention problem. In modern
DRAM devices (e.g., DDR5 [23]), all rows in a single bank
are divided into typically 8,192 groups. A group is refreshed
in every time interval tREFI (refresh interval).

B. Row Hammer Phenomenon

Row Hammer (RH) refers to a phenomenon in which
repetitive activations of a specific row (aggressor) lead to
bit flips in physically nearby rows (victims) [39], [30], [42],
[57]. A bit flip is observable when the ACT count reaches
a certain RH threshold (FlipTH ) without being refreshed
inside a tREFW time window. Because two aggressors can
simultaneously affect a single victim, FlipTH/2 ACTs on
each aggressor can cause a bit flip (double-sided attack).
The FlipTH value varies depending on different chips,
generations, and/or DRAM manufacturers [29]. The RH
problem has worsened following the current scale-down
trend of fabrication technology, due to the intensified inter-
cell interference. Recent studies [15], [29] reported that
FlipTH has been reduced to a mere several thousand ACTs.
It has also been observed that non-adjacent rows affect the
victim rows when activated frequently, which degrades the
effective FlipTH .

C. Classifying Prior RH Mitigation Schemes

As shown in Table I, existing architectural RH-protection
schemes all have four important criteria of a 1) protection
guarantee, 2) type of remedy, 3) implementation location,
and 4) tracking mechanism.

1) Protection Guarantee: There exist two different types
of RH-protection guarantees, deterministic and probabilistic.
The deterministic guarantee ensures RH-protection by
guaranteeing that a victim row is always refreshed before the
number of ACTs exceeds FlipTH on its aggressors, either
by an extra preventive refresh or the normal auto-refresh.
This type utilizes a counter structure to track the aggressor
row and deals with it by applying a certain remedy. The
main drawback of a deterministic scheme is its higher area
overhead due to the large counter structure.

The probabilistic guarantee prevents RH with a certain
probability. The probabilistic approach has its strength in the
minimal area overhead. However, the performance overhead
is exacerbated severely when the target FlipTH level is
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Table I
CATEGORIZATION OF EXISTING ROW HAMMER MITIGATION SCHEMES AND MITHRIL

Mitigation Scheme Protection Guarantee Remedy Implementation Location Tracking Mechanism
PARA [30] Probabilistic ARR MC Probabilistic Approach
CBT [49], [48] Deterministic ARR MC Grouped Counter Approach
TWiCe [32], [33] Deterministic ARR (feedback-augmented) DRAM (buffer-chip) Streaming Algo. (Lossy-Counting)
Graphene [43] Deterministic ARR MC Streaming Algo. (Counter-based Summary)
BlockHammer [56] Deterministic Throttling MC Streaming Algo. (Count-min Sketch)
Mithril Deterministic RFM DRAM (co-op with MC) Streaming Algo. (Counter-based Summary)

lowered or when the number of DRAM devices in the system
increases. It does not provide a deterministic protection
guarantee, either.

2) Remedies of Prior RH-protection Schemes: Prior
works exploited one of two remedies, adjacent row refresh
(ARR) or throttling. ARR refers to a type of command that
the MC issues to DRAM with an explicit target row address
(either aggressor or victim) at a required moment. It triggers
an extra preventive refresh on the potential RH victim rows
within the time margin provided by the command. This
differs from the normal REF command, which is row-
agnostic and periodic. Prior RH-protection schemes that
exploited ARR either issued commands based on some
probability [30], [52], [58] or when the ACT count of
a certain aggressor exceeds a scheme-specific predefined
threshold, which is assumed to be hazardous. However, ARR
is not practically applicable because it either requires a new
interface that breaks the abstraction of a passive DRAM
device or requires the MC to become the sole manager of
RH-protection. In fact, a command with a similar concept
was once proposed in DDR4, but is now deprecated.

Throttling is a method by which the MC delays the
frequency of activation on an aggressor starting at the
moment of identification for a defined time. The duration
and intensity of the delay are adjusted to guarantee RH-
protection. After the initial suggestion of such methodol-
ogy [17], a deterministic RH-protection scheme utilizing the
throttling method was proposed [56]. However, leveraging
throttling requires system-level support along with more
complex MC scheduling and makes the system vulnerable
to adversarial patterns (details in Section VI-C).

3) Implementation Location: Prior RH-protection
schemes are all located either on the MC-side or the
DRAM-side. MC-side implementation has strength in
that it utilizes a superior logic process with a larger area
budget. However, it has the following major drawbacks.
First, it requires a conservatively high number of counter
structures to populate. The counter table of the deterministic
scheme is typically allocated per DRAM bank. The latest
CPU servers, such as Intel Ice Lake, support up to 1,024
banks per socket (8 channels × 8 ranks × 16 banks). This
number could increase further if we consider 3D stacked
DRAM devices or future generations. Despite the fact that
fully populating 1,024 banks may be unlikely, the counter
structures must be designed to support the worst case.

DRAM

(a) RFM organization

Memory Controller
RFM Logic

RAA Counter [Last]
RFM Command

(tRFM Time Margin) . . .

RAA Counter [0]

RAA Counter [1] RH Protection
Scheme

DRAM Bank [0]

. . .

RH Protection
Scheme

DRAM Bank [Last]

(b) RFM issue flow

ACT Issue Find Bank &
RAA Counter ++

Reach
𝑅𝐹𝑀𝑇𝐻?

RFM Issue to the Bank &
Reset RAA Counter

MC Scheduler

No
Yes

Figure 1. (a) Example of main-memory organization with the RFM
interface-, and (b) the issue logic of RFM.

Second, MC-side implementation must protect against a
conservatively low target FlipTH value. The target FlipTH

varies greatly depending on the manufacturer, generation,
or even the device. Considering that most deterministic
schemes must be tuned to the target FlipTH at the time of
their design, they must protect against pessimistic FlipTH

values.
DRAM-side implementation typically relies on an extra

preventive refresh on a potential RH victim row. However,
it is difficult to secure adequate uninterrupted time to ex-
ecute preventive refreshes in the conventional MC-DRAM
interface. Previous DRAM-side RH-protection schemes at-
tempted to address this problem with either a feedback-
augmented ARR command [32] or via the auto-refresh time-
margin stealing method [15]. The former is similar to the
normal ARR command issued by MCs but requires that
DRAM halt the MC for a certain amount of time. There
exist some methods of feedback from DRAM to MC,
such as an ALERT_n signal, but these require more pins
to deliver additional alert types to support the DRAM-
side RH-protection scheme. The latter method, auto-refresh
time-margin stealing, invisibly executes a preventive refresh
during the normal auto-refresh operation. Although not
requiring any feedback path, it has a limited time margin that
can be stolen and thus cannot be scaled to a low FlipTH

value.
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Table II
SYMBOLS AND THEIR DESCRIPTIONS USED FOR DRAM REFRESH, RH, AND RFM

Symbol Description
tREFW Per row auto-refresh interval (e.g., 32ms or 64ms)
FlipTH RH threshold
RFMTH RFM threshold
Preventive refresh Extra refresh of potential RH victim rows. Executed during ARR, RFM command, or hidden under auto-refresh.

4) Tracking Mechanism and Streaming Algorithms: Each
RH-protection scheme has its own tracking mechanism to
identify the aggressor or victim rows with high ACT counts.
The tracking mechanism of a probabilistic scheme is often
insignificant. However, for a deterministic scheme, it is cru-
cial to choose an effective tracking mechanism to minimize
the area overhead of the counter structure. One class of
tracking mechanisms is based on streaming algorithms [38],
which are most effective when estimating the ACT counts
of rows when the counter table size is limited. Multiple
prior works [32], [43], [56] explicitly leverage or can be
interpreted as based on such streaming algorithms.

The streaming algorithm was first invented and developed
unrelated to the RH problem in the field of data mining to
analyze fast and dense data streams with limited memory. A
certain subset of the algorithms estimates the total number
of occurrences per input element. Considering the fact the
ACT commands with an address are “streamed” from the
MC to DRAM, a subset of the streaming algorithms can be
utilized to estimate the ACT count per row address. Thus,
they are suitable as an effective tracking mechanism of an
RH-protection scheme. They report the approximate number
of occurrences for each element (address), referred to as the
estimated count, instead of the actual count. Generally, the
resolution (or the error) of the algorithm is higher (lower)
when more memory is used.

Several other works [49], [48], [26] use the different ap-
proach of a grouped counter. They allocate multiple rows to
a single counter to reduce the area overhead of the tracking
mechanism. They optimize further by dynamically adjusting
the allocation or by utilizing the characteristics of DRAM.

D. RFM Interface as a New Remedy

The RFM interface has been newly introduced as an
alternative remedy that allows for DRAM-MC cooperation.
It is suggested as the primary means of RH-protection
by the JEDEC committee [24], [25]. The RH-protection
scheme resides on the DRAM-side while the MC provides
a periodic but DRAM-row agnostic time margin to the
DRAM bank. Periodic here is not based on time but on
the number of ACTs over a single DRAM bank. Figure 1
shows an example of a main-memory organization scheme
using an RFM interface and RFM issue logic. An MC has
a Rolling Accumulated ACT (RAA) counter per bank that
keeps track of the number of ACTs on its bank. When
the RAA count reaches the RFM threshold (RFMTH ) set

by the DRAM device, the MC issues an RFM command
only to the corresponding bank and resets the RAA counter
for the target bank. The larger the RFMTH , the lower the
frequency of the RFM command, which reduces the effect
on the system performance. At every RFM command issue,
the recipient bank receives a time margin (tRFM) during
which no disturbance from any other regular operation is
guaranteed.

A key difference with regard to the prior ARR command
is that RFM is row agnostic and periodic (i.e., it cannot
be issued in a bursty way). In a sense, it can be seen
as an extension of the time-margin stealing method. The
format of an RFM command is similar to that of a per-
bank REF command [23], [22] specifying the bank to apply
RFM, but not a certain row. Therefore, it requires minimal
additional complexity to the MC. The symbols related to
DRAM refresh, RH, and RFM are summarized in Table II.

III. INVESTIGATING RFM-BASED SCHEMES

RFM as a remedy for RH-protection allows for DRAM-
side implementation with MC cooperation, eliminating mul-
tiple drawbacks of MC-side- or DRAM-side-only implemen-
tation. First, RFM can minimize the aforementioned overkill
of the MC-side-only implementation because it can use an
accurate prediction of FlipTH and even set the RFMTH

value after testing the manufactured DRAM chip. It also
scales according to the number of DRAM devices that are
actually attached to the host. Second, RFM also provides a
standard interface that a DRAM-side RH-protection scheme
can utilize to gain an additional time margin for RH preven-
tive refreshes. The ARR command assumed in many prior
works is not supported in the recent DDR interface. RFM
is newly being adopted and is now recommended as the
primary method for RH-protection [25], [24].

A. Incompatibility of Prior Approaches

Although promising, prior approaches based on ARR
are not effective in RFM because RFM is vulnerable to
the concentration of victim rows that require a preventive
refresh. The ARR-based scheme has its own predefined
threshold value directly related to the target FlipTH . When
its tracking mechanism detects the ACT count of an aggres-
sor row reaching the predefined threshold, it immediately
issues an ARR command and executes preventive refreshes
to guarantee the deterministic RH safety. For example,
Graphene with ARR can provide safety for FlipTH that is
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Figure 2. Ineffectiveness of RFM-Graphene compared to the original
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linear to the predefined threshold (red line in Figure 2). Even
if the predefined threshold is low, the relationship between
predefined threshold and FlipTH does not change.

However, when this ARR-based approach is applied to the
RFM interface, there is a limit to FlipTH that is guaranteed
to be safe regardless of how low the predefined threshold
is set (see Figure 2). With the same prior approach, one
scheme could set a predefined threshold and buffer the
aggressor rows that reach it. Then, when the subsequent
RFM command is issued, the postponed preventive refresh
can be executed on the corresponding adjacent victim rows.
However, such a scheme is vulnerable when multiple aggres-
sor rows reach the predefined threshold in a short period.
For example, when the predefined threshold is 2K and the
RFMTH is reasonably set to 64 (see Section VI), the safe
FlipTH becomes 20K, not 10K. This occurs because 310
rows can reach 2K in a single tREFW period; thus the last
buffered row must wait through (310×64) ACTs.

B. Greedy Selection

To prevent the concentration of victim rows requiring a
preventive refresh in an RFM-based scheme, it is necessary
to properly select the target row and refresh its victims, even
if the ACT count of the row has not reached FlipTH or
another predefined threshold. In particular, we propose the
use of the greedy selection of a target row upon every RFM
command for the RFM-based scheme.

An intuitive method for the proper selection of a row at
every RFM command is to greedily choose the row with
the highest estimated ACT count based on the tracking
mechanism. Also, after choosing the row and refreshing its
victims, it is logical to reset or minimize the estimated ACT
count of the selected row to assist with the decision at the
next RFM command, as the actual ACT count is now 0 after
the refresh. Based on this simple basic principle, we search
for the proper tracking mechanism.

C. Counter-based Summary

We choose to use some variant of streaming algorithms for
the RFM-based RH-protection scheme. While the grouped
counter approach was effective in ARR-based work, it is
no longer efficient in RFM (Section III-D). To support the

Address Address
exists?

Increase the counter 
value of the entry by 1

Replace the old address of the entry
whose counter value is minimal

with the new address

No

Yes

Figure 3. Counter-based Summary (CbS) algorithm operation.

greedy selection policy properly, the streaming algorithm
must link the actual ACT count to the lower and upper bound
of the estimated ACT count. We explain this in detail with
an example.

Counter-based Summary (CbS) algorithm [37], [36], [2]
is a representative streaming algorithm that matches such
needs. The CbS algorithm has a table of entries, each holding
an address and a counter. When the queried address hits an
entry in the table (on-table), the counter in the corresponding
entry is incremented by one. When it misses the table
(off-table), it replaces the address of the entry with the
minimum counter value in the table with the queried address.
It then increments its counter by one (see Figure 3). Due
to its monotonically increasing nature and swapping, the
accumulated counter value above the minimum in the table
belongs to the currently written address. In contrast, the ones
below the minimum cannot find their source.

On-Table Addr: Estimated Count = Written Counter V alue

Off-Table Addr: Estimated Count = Min

Actual Count ≤ Estimated Count (1)

Estimated Count ≤ Actual Count+Min (2)

The CbS algorithm reports the estimated (ACT) count of
an on-table address with its written counter value, whereas
the count of an off-table address is estimated with the
minimum value in the entire table. Inequalities (1) and (2)
correspondingly show the lower-bound and upper-bound of
the estimated count in relation to the actual (ACT) count.
Min denotes the minimum counter value in the table.

First, based on the lower bound (inequality (1)) of
the estimated count, the RH-protection scheme is able
to act upon an inaccurate, yet conservatively large ACT
value. This allows the scheme to provide deterministic
safety [32], [43], [56]. Second, the upper-bound (inequality
(2)) of the estimated count is also necessary to decrement
the estimated count of the greedily selected row at the
RFM command, where the actual ACT count is now 0.
Without this upper-bound, the estimated count cannot be
decremented safely. The lossy-counting algorithm used in
TWiCe [32] also has both the lower and upper bound of the
estimated counts, but is less efficient algorithmically (as is
later shown in Figure 6). It causes fewer preventive refreshes
at the cost of a higher area overhead. Thus, we choose the
CbS algorithm as the basic building block of our tracking
mechanism.
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Figure 4. Mithril hardware implementation. An identical Mithril module
with the logic and CAM structure is populated per bank, at every DRAM
chip. Here, 1©, 2©, and 3© denote the high-level command flow.

There exists other streaming algorithms that only have
a lower bound of the estimated count, such as Count-min
Sketch [11], but it can only be used in throttling based
works such as BlockHammer [56]. Others that do not have
the lower bound such as Sticky-sampling [35] or Count-
sketch [11] cannot provide deterministic safety.

D. Grouped Counter Approach

The grouped counter approach was another type of track-
ing mechanism in ARR-based works. However, prior works
that augmented this methodology are not compatible with
or efficient at the RFM interface. CBT [49], [48] is the
representative scheme of this type. First, it cannot utilize
the RFM opportunities during its tree construction phase.
Suppose it chooses to refresh a group prematurely that is not
fully split. In such a case, it will have to refresh many rows
too conservatively. Second, even after the tree is constructed,
having a leaf node of a size larger than eight rows will not fit
into a single tRFM period, leading to the stacking of refresh
loads. CAT-TWO [26], which extends CBT, may guarantee
that a leaf is small (covering a single row) enough, but only
at the cost of a higher area overhead.

E. Probabilistic RFM-based Scheme

An RFM-compatible probabilistic RH-protection scheme
(henceforth PARFM) can be built in a manner simi-
lar to PARA [30]. Whenever an RFM command arrives,
PARFM randomly samples a single aggressor row among
the last RFMTH ACTs. PARFM’s protection capability
depends solely on RFMTH . By adjusting RFMTH prop-
erly, PARFM can guarantee probabilistic safety on the target
FlipTH . However, as FlipTH decreases, PARFM requires
a lower RFMTH than those in deterministic RFM-based
schemes to maintain a high safety probability, leading to

greater performance and energy overhead. We discuss this
further in Section VI.

IV. MITHRIL

Based on the investigation of the RFM-based RH-
protection schemes in Section III, we present Mithril, the
first RFM-interface-compatible RH-protection scheme pro-
viding a deterministic protection guarantee. It exploits a
modified CbS algorithm for counter management.

A. Organization

The Mithril logic in each DRAM bank is composed of a
counter structure (henceforth the Mithril table), two pointers
(MaxPtr and MinPtr), and the control logic (Figure 4).
To be more specific, the Mithril table comprises two CAM
structures, one storing the row address and the other the
ACT count. Each ACT counter is directly related to a single
row address. The MaxPtr and MinPtr pointers are also
employed as index pointing registers. The Mithril structure
including the CAMs and logic must be equipped in every
bank at every DRAM chip (Figure 4).

B. Operation

Figure 5 illustrates how Mithril manages the corre-
sponding Mithril table and the two pointers, MaxPtr and
MinPtr. The Mithril logic of the corresponding DRAM
bank is informed at every ACT command (with an address)
or RFM command (without an address). If the Mithril logic
receives an ACT command, the count CAM, MaxPtr, and
MinPtr are updated. To be more specific, first, Mithril
checks if the address table already tracks the activated row
address. If so, the associated ACT counter is incremented by
one. When the row address misses, the address of the entry
indicated by MinPtr is replaced with the requesting row
address, and its counter is incremented by one. If affected,
MaxPtr and MinPtr are updated at each step to point
correspondingly to the correct maximum and minimum.
Thus far, the operation is identical to that of the original
CbS algorithm.

When the Mithril logic instead receives an RFM com-
mand, Mithril selects the entry pointed via MaxPtr
(greedy-selection). It performs a preventive refresh for the
two victim rows associated with this entry, identified as the
prime candidates of the aggressor rows. Then, the counter
value is decremented to the table’s minimum value pointed
by MinPtr. MaxPtr is also updated correspondingly. The
new MaxPtr must be found during the RFM time window.

C. Mathematical Proof of Protection Guarantee

Mithril guarantees RH safety by preventing the ACT count
of any row from reaching FlipTH by continuing the greedy
selection and preventive refresh processes. This contradicts
prior works which triggered a preventive refresh at the
exact hazardous moment where a row reaches a predefined
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0xA0 10
0xB0 9
0xC0 3
0xD0 1

row
address

𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅
𝑪𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕

0xA0 10
0xB0 9
0xC0 3
0xE0 2

row
address

𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅
𝑪𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕

0xA0 2
0xB0 9
0xC0 3
0xE0 2

preventive refresh to victims of 0xA0

1

2

3

Figure 5. Sequence of ACT and RFM commands and the corresponding update of the Mithril table. 1©, 2©, and 3© correspond to those in Figure 4.

threshold ACT value. To prove the deterministic safety of
Mithril, we initially prove that continuously applying greedy
selection and preventive refresh processes creates an upper
bound in the rate of the estimated ACT count increment
during tREFW. That upper bound is defined by an equation
with Nentry (the number of Mithril counter entries) and
RFMTH , as follows:

Theorem 1. Within any tREFW, an increase in the estimated
count for any single row is bounded to M , which is a
function of Nentry and RFMTH .

M =

Nentry∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
+

RFMTH

Nentry

(
tREFW(1− tRFC

tREFI )

tRC×RFMTH + tRFM
− 2

)

Then, by setting Nentry and RFMTH so that M is less
than (FlipTH /2), Mithril can deterministically prevent RH
from experiencing double-sided attacks. The detailed proof
of Theorem 1 is provided in the Appendix (Section IX).

D. Configuring Nentry and RFMTH

There are multiple possible Mithril configurations for a
single target FlipTH because both Nentry and RFMTH

can change to satisfy M < FlipTH/2. Figure 6 plots
(Nentry, RFMTH ) pairs that satisfy this condition for
various FlipTH values (e.g., 1.5K, 3.125K, ..., 50K). First,
a trade-off is depicted between Nentry and RFMTH re-
gardless of FlipTH . The decreased Nentry implies less
area usage but results in a lower RFMTH , incurring more
performance and energy overhead due to more frequent
issuing of RFM commands. This trade-off exists for all
instances of FlipTH , but the appearance of the curve differs
across various FlipTH values. A scheme similar to Mithril
but based on a Lossy-counting algorithm is also noted at
FlipTH values of 50K and 25K, which clearly demonstrates
a larger table for a given FlipTH .

When FlipTH is sufficiently high (e.g., larger than
12.5K), it is possible to set RFMTH to approximately 256
at a relatively small Nentry. Then, Mithril can achieve RH-
protection with relatively low area, performance, and energy
overhead. In contrast, when FlipTH is low, maintaining
the low performance/energy overhead (i.e., sufficiently large
RFMTH ) requires a substantially larger Nentry. Overall,
this is a trade-off that a DRAM vendor must consider
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Figure 6. Each line denotes the possible configuration of Nentry

(represented by the counter table size) and RFMTH that can protect victim
rows against RH at the given FlipTH value. The RFM-based scheme built
with a Lossy-Counting algorithm is also indicated by the dotted lines.

when determining Nentry. The target FlipTH level can be
adjusted by tweaking the RFMTH value even if Nentry is
fixed. This flexibility can be handy when the scheme must be
built based on the predicted FlipTH level and thus a fixed
area, as it can avoid excessive performance/energy overhead.

E. Wrapping Mithril Counters

The absolute counter value of the Mithril table can
increase in an unbounded manner during its run-time,
which complicates the hardware implementation. Prior
works solved this issue by periodically resetting the en-
tire table [43], [32] or by using a duplicate counter table
in an interleaving fashion [56]; these two strategies lead
to two-fold degradation of the predefined threshold level
(from FlipTH/2 to FlipTH/4) and the area, respectively.
However, Mithril can avoid this. Unlike prior approaches,
Mithril does not require the absolute value of the estimated
count. Instead, we require the relative difference of the
estimated count in the minimum estimated count on the
Mithril table. Moreover, due to the operational behavior
of Mithril, the maximum difference between the MaxPtr
and MinPtr counter values is always bounded. Therefore,
we adopt a wrapping counter for Mithril table implemen-
tation. If we provision enough bits capable of expressing a
value larger than the maximum difference in the table, the
wrapping counter can always correctly identify the relative
size relationship among Mithril table entries. Through this
implementation, we acquire a two-fold benefit.
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V. ENHANCING MITHRIL FURTHER

A. Adaptive Refresh

Section IV assumed that Mithril performs a preventive
refresh for every RFM command. However, if Mithril can
successfully distinguish a benign memory access pattern
from an RH attack pattern, we can skip some of the RFM
commands. We find that the difference between the MaxPtr
and the MinPtr count values is an effective identifier
of such different patterns. Thus, we propose to perform
a preventive refresh only when this difference exceeds a
certain threshold (AdTH ). This is referred to as an adaptive
refresh policy.

The difference between the MaxPtr and the MinPtr
count values serves as a decent proxy of possible RH attacks,
as large difference implies a high concentration of memory
accesses to a small number of rows. Therefore, if AdTH is
set large enough, Mithril with the adaptive refresh policy can
effectively filter out the ACT patterns observed by normal
workloads. Figure 7 shows the effectiveness of the adaptive
refresh policy, nearly eliminating additional energy overhead
with benign workloads (see Section VI for the details of the
experimental setup).

Among the multiple AdTH values, we can identify that
the adaptive refresh policy is effective at the range of 100
to 200 in all cases. We seek the root cause in the cross-
play of memory access patterns of ordinary workloads and
the DRAM row size. Multithreaded or memory-intensive
workloads often exhibit large-object-sweep behavior that
results in main-memory accesses (Figure 8(a)). In such a
case, memory accesses are concentrated on a small number
of rows in a short time period (Figure 8(b)) while being
rather evenly distributed over the entire footprint overall.
Although such an access pattern may possess high DRAM
row locality, inter-process/thread conflicts can cause a high
rate of ACT per memory access (Figure 8(c)). Here, the
number of concentrated ACTs would be similar to the
number of streaming RDs/WRs, which would be 128 for an
8KB DRAM row and a 64B cache line size. This matches
the range of the effective adaptive threshold values, although
the exact value must be determined empirically.

The adaptive refresh policy causes a slight deterioration
of the bound M (Theorem 1), thus inducing a higher area or
performance cost to ensure the same effect as the baseline.
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Figure 8. Example of a large object sweep pattern of lbm in SPEC
CPU2017: (a) the memory access pattern in the large time window, (b)
magnified to a small window, (c) the activation pattern in the small window.

However, such an effect is minimal unless AdTH is very
high. Figure 7 shows a small increase in Nentry, a maximum
of 12% at only a very low FlipTH value. Proof of the
adjusted bound can be derived from Theorem 1 but is
omitted here due to a lack of space.

B. Mithril+

The adaptive refresh policy allows Mithril to skip a
preventive refresh even when the RFM command is issued
by the memory controller. By doing so, Mithril can reduce
energy consumption but not the performance overhead. Re-
gardless of whether a DRAM component actually performs
refreshes, the MC will continue to issue RFM commands at
every RFMTH ACT.

Inspired by such a limitation, we propose an optional,
more invasive extension of Mithril, termed Mithril+, which
prevents the MC from issuing unnecessary RFM commands.
Mithril+ utilizes the mode register in the DRAM device,
which is flagged when the difference between MaxPtr and
MinPtr is smaller than the values of AdTH . At every
RFMTH , MC reads the flag using the JEDEC-standard
MRR (Mode Register Read) command, determining whether
or not to issue the RFM command. With this interface,
Mithril+ can substantially minimize the performance over-
head in the common case of ordinary workloads at the
expense of a modification to the RFM interface.

C. Non-adjacent Row Hammer

Mithril can follow approaches similar to those in prior
works [43], [56] with regard to handling a non-adjacent RH
by adjusting the M value and the number of rows required
to execute a preventive refresh. When the range of the RH
effect is one (double-sided attack, which we have assumed
thus far for Mithril), M smaller than FlipTH/2 is safe.
However, when the range is broader, M must be smaller
than FlipTH/(aggregated RH effect) for non-adjacent
aggressors. Within the range of 3, the aggregated RH effect
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Table III
ARCHITECTURAL PARAMETERS FOR SIMULATION

Core Configurations (16 cores)
Core 3.6 GHz 4-way OOO cores
LLC 16 MB

Memory System Configurations
Module DDR5-4800
Channel 2 channels

Configuration 1 rank; 32 banks per rank
Scheduling BLISS [53]
Page-Policy Minimalist-open [27]

tRFC, tRC, tRFM 295 ns, 48.64 ns, 97.28 ns
tRCD, tRP, tCL 16.64 ns

is 3.5 [56], with six victim rows to execute a preventive
refresh.

VI. EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance, energy, and area overhead
of Mithril and Mithril+ in comparison with the RFM-
interface-compatible PARFM and BlockHammer, as well
as the RFM-interface-non-compatible PARA, CBT, TWiCe,
and Graphene.

A. Experimental Setup

Methodology: The performance overhead is evaluated based
on McSimA+ [3]. Table III summarizes the experimental
setup. We use the normalized aggregate IPC as the per-
formance metric, where the baseline is the aggregate IPC
without applying any RH-protection scheme for a workload.
We count the number of ACTs, PREs, and executed preven-
tive refreshes to calculate the dynamic energy dissipation.
First, we synthesize the RTL implementation of the Mithril
module using the TSMC 40 nm standard cell library with
the Synopsys Design Compiler. The area overhead is scaled
down to DRAM 20 nm and then again scaled up 10× [14] to
conservatively take the inferior DRAM process into account.
The hardware energy consumption of Mithril is also derived
from the synthesis.
Workloads: We use 1) normal, 2) multi-sided RH, and 3)
BlockHammer-performance-adversarial workloads for eval-
uation. We use both multi-programmed and multi-threaded
workloads for normal workloads, reporting their geo-mean
values. From SPEC CPU2017, we extract 100M instruction
traces [51] and render two different workloads, mix-high and
mix-blend, each of which comprises 16 traces of memory-
intensive and randomly selected workloads, respectively. We
execute 400M instructions in total. We also evaluate three
different multi-threaded benchmarks (FFT and RADIX from
SPLASH-2 [44] and PageRank from GAP [6]).

We configure a multi-sided RH attack that targets multiple
victims [15], [16], typically 32 in total. The adversarial
pattern for BlockHammer in performance is configured to
blacklist specific profiled rows that share the CBF (count-
ing bloom filter) entry with the benign threads. Each is

activated just enough to reach the blacklist threshold. This
effectively throttles benign workloads, especially memory-
intensive types. Each RH attack or adversarial pattern runs
simultaneously with the 15 other benign workloads.
Configurations: We select up to three different Mithril
and Mithril+ (Nentry, RFMTH ) configurations for each
FlipTH , ranging from 50K to 1.5K. Recently observed [29]
FlipTH values are approximately 5K, but 1.5K is reachable
considering the continued scaling of process technology and
the non-adjacent RH. At high FlipTH values of 50K and
25K, RFMTH at fixed to 256 given that Nentry is already
low. At the lowest FlipTH of 1.5K, RFMTH is fixed at 32
because a higher RFMTH value results in an overly high
Nentry. We use a value of 200 for AdTH as the default
value. For PARFM, RFMTH is fixed to satisfy a failure
probability of 10−15 (a typical consumer memory reliability
target [56], [9], [10], [21], [34], [45]) for 64 banks within a
32ms time period (tREFW) for each FlipTH . The probabil-
ity degrades if the number of banks to support increases.

We reconfigure BlockHammer1 to match our simulation
environment and our target FlipTH values. For (CBF size,
NBL) pairs, we used (1K, 17.1K), (1K, 8.6K), (1K, 4.3K),
(2K, 2.1K), (4K, 1.1K), and (8K, 0.49K) for FlipTH

from 50K to 1.5K. Under our system of four banks per
thread, the number of ACTs per row easily exceeds 700
(as opposed to 109 ACTs in the original BlockHammer
system with more banks per thread [56]), especially for
memory-intensive workloads. Because NBL must be lower
than FlipTH/2 (750 for a FlipTH value of 1.5K), it is
difficult to set an appropriate NBL value that distinguishes
benign accesses from aggressor accesses and fulfill RH-
protection at a FlipTH value of 1.5K while also incurring
minimal performance overhead.

Other prior schemes not compatible with RFM are also
configured for a fair comparison with Mithril. TWiCe and
Graphene are configured using the equations provided in
each work to be applied to the DDR5 specification. PARA
is configured to satisfy a failure probability of 10−15. CBT
is configured to follow the configuration in the original
work [49], [48].

B. The Overheads of Mithril and Mithril+

Mithril+ shows nearly zero performance overhead at all
FlipTH levels. The performance of Mithril degrades, with
the amount depending on the target FlipTH and RFMTH

configurations. There exists a performance-area trade-off for
every FlipTH , which is amplified as FlipTH value becomes
smaller.

1BlockHammer uses a pair of interleaved counting bloom filters (CBFs)
similar to Count-min Sketch algorithm. Each CBF is reset at every CBF
lifetime (tCBF ), which typically matches tREFW. There exists a certain
blacklist threshold (NBL) of ACT that triggers a delay on a certain row
when it is surpassed. The delay time (tDelay) is calculated as (tCBF −
NBL×tRC)/(FlipTH −NBL). Thread-level scheduling support is built
on top of these to throttle the aggressor thread itself.
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Mithril can support the recently observed FlipTH values
of approximately 6.25K [29] with an RFMTH of 128,
which results in performance overhead of less than 0.5%
and a table size per bank of 1KB. Mithril can also support
lower FlipTH values, though at the cost of around 2% of the
performance and 4KB of area overhead. The area overhead
of Mithril+ is identical to that of Mithril, with only negligible
performance overhead.

C. Comparison with Other Interface-Compatible Schemes

Figure 10 shows the performance and the energy overhead
of other RFM-interface-compatible schemes of PARFM and
BlockHammer on multiple workloads for FlipTH values
ranging from 50K to 1.5K. First, on normal workloads
(Figure 10(a)), both Mithril+ and Mithril show small perfor-
mance degradation of less than 2%, superior to that of both
PARFM and BlockHammer. BlockHammer is particularly
vulnerable at the low FlipTH of 1.5K because it is prone
to misidentifying benign threads and throttling them under
such a condition.

Second, at the multi-sided RH (Figure 10(b)), BlockHam-
mer exhibits a better aggregate IPC of up to 5% for higher
FlipTH values, but it degrades again at a low FlipTH

value. This occurs because when BlockHammer successfully
identifies RH attacking threads and throttles them, benign
threads can benefit in return. However, this again leads
to vulnerabilities during misclassifications when FlipTH is
lower than, for instance, 1.5K. The performance of Mithril
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Figure 11. Relative performance at (a) normal workloads and (b) multi-
sided RH-attack; (c): Relative dynamic energy at normal workloads.

and PARFM are agnostic with regard to the access patterns.
Lastly, regarding the performance of BlockHammer with

an adversarial pattern (Figure 10(c)), the performance of
BlockHammer degrades severely, with as much as a 17%
drop in the aggregate IPC. This implies the possibility of a
critical performance (not RH) attack on systems equipped
with BlockHammer, as its throttling feature works as a
double-edged sword depending on how effectively it iden-
tifies RH attacking threads.

The energy overhead of Mithril and Mithril+ are less
than 0.4%, even when FlipTH is 1.5K. These values are
much smaller than that of PARFM and slightly higher than
that of BlockHammer (Figure 10(d)). This occurs because
the adaptive refresh policy successfully identifies ordinary
workloads, skipping many of the RFM commands and not
triggering additional preventive refreshes. PARFM shows
the energy overhead in cases when every RFM command
triggers a preventive refresh. BlockHammer causes only
minimal logic energy because it is a throttling-based scheme.

The table size overhead of Mithril is much smaller than
that of BlockHammer at all FlipTH levels. Figure 10(e)
shows the table size overhead for each scheme. PARFM is
omitted due to its negligible overhead, and that of Mithril+
is identical to Mithril. The table size of Mithril is up to 60×
and a minimum of 4× smaller than that of BlockHammer
at all FlipTH levels. The table size comparison is discussed
further in Section VI-E.

D. Comparison with Interface Non-Compatible Schemes

Mithril and Mithril+ also show competitive performance
and energy overhead compared to the RFM-non-compatible
prior works of PARA, CBT, TWiCe, and Graphene. Under
both normal workloads and a multi-sided RH attack situation
(Figure 11(a), (b)), Mithril+ shows performance degradation
of less than 0.2%, comparable to those of TWiCe, Graphene,
or CBT. The performance degradation of Mithril is worse
than those of other schemes but is limited to less than 2%
even at the low FlipTH of 1.5K. The energy overhead of
Mithril is comparable to those of TWiCe and Graphene at
less than 1% even when FlipTH is 1.5K (Figure 11(c)).

E. Table Size Overhead

We report the counter table size of each scheme in units
of KB per bank (see Table IV). While MC-side schemes
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Table IV
PER BANK TABLE SIZE COMPARISON (KB)

Scheme 50K 25K 12.5K 6.25K 3.125K 1.5K
CBT @ MC 0.47 0.97 2.0 4.12 8.5 17.5
Graphene @ MC 0.14 0.21 0.51 0.99 1.92 3.7
BlockHammer @ MC 3.75 3.5 3.25 6.0 11.0 20.0
TWiCe @ buffer chip 2.79 5.08 9.54 18.27 35.29 71.26
Mithril-256 @ DRAM 0.08 0.17 0.41 1.45 - -
Mithril-128 @ DRAM 0.07 0.15 0.34 0.84 3.76 -
Mithril-64 @ DRAM 0.07 0.14 0.3 0.68 1.78 -
Mithril-32 @ DRAM 0.06 0.13 0.27 0.57 1.38 4.64

* Mithril-(256/128/64/32) denote different RFMTH values ranging from
256 to 32.

benefit from their use of faster transistors, abundant wiring
resources, and a relaxed area budget, the number of total
banks is much higher (1,024), and the target FlipTH must be
pessimistic. DRAM-side schemes benefit from fewer banks
(32) to support per device and more accurate FlipTH values,
but they are hindered by slower transistors and a tighter
area/wiring budget.

Mithril shows lower or competitive area overhead in
terms of the KB per bank, reaching 0.024mm2 when
FlipTH equals 6.25K. This represents 1% of a single DDR5
chip [28] when multiplied by 32 to cover 32 banks per
chip. While both Graphene and Mithril share fundamentally
the same CbS algorithm as their tracking mechanism, their
table size overhead differs for several reasons. First, as
an advantage for Mithril, it does not require a table reset
due to the wrapping counter scheme, resulting in two-fold
reduction. Also, the per-entry bit width of the counter CAM
is smaller in Mithril because the maximum value is bounded
to M (Theorem 1), which is smaller than the Graphene case
for maximum number of ACTs in the tREFW window. At
a FlipTH value of 1.5K, we ensure that RFMTH is small
to minimize the performance drop, resulting in increased
Nentry and area overhead.

VII. RELATED WORK

Row Hammer (RH) on Real Systems: RH has been
shown to be able to bypass all system memory protection
schemes, allowing adversaries to compromise the confiden-
tiality and integrity of actual systems. In 2015, Google [47]
demonstrated that a user-level program could breach the
system-level security of a typical PC by exploiting the
RH vulnerability of the system. A number of successful
attacks followed [47], including those compromising mobile
devices [54], [55] and servers [19], [13], [46], thus breaking
the authentication process and damaging the entire system,
even when a system protects memory locations near sensitive
data [59]. Because RH undermines the fundamental principle
of memory isolation, it has been regarded as a serious threat,
drawing mitigation proposals from software, architecture,
and hardware levels.
Architectural Proposals to Mitigate RH: There have
been deterministic [50], [26], [32], [43], [56] and proba-
bilistic [30], [52], [58] schemes proposed to mitigate RH

attacks at the architecture level. Among these, [58], [52],
[50] are susceptible to adversarial DRAM access patterns.
TWiCe [32] and CAT-TWO [26] are relatively free from
this susceptibility but require an order of magnitude more
storage to track aggressor rows compared to Graphene [43].
PARA [30] incurs low performance and energy overhead,
whereas it is also extremely area-efficient as it does not
require counters to trace aggressor rows. Yet, the protection
is probabilistic in nature; even if the probability is quite
small, there is a non-zero probability that a victim row will
not be refreshed after reaching its RH threshold. BlockHam-
mer [56] uses a throttling approach backed up with thread-
level MC scheduling.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Here, we propose Mithril, a DRAM-side, RFM-
compatible, efficient scheme that provides deterministic
safety against Row Hammer attacks. First, we show that
the conventional algorithms and methodologies used in
previous architectural RH-prevention schemes are not com-
patible with the RFM command introduced in the latest
DRAM specifications, such as DDR5 and LPDDR5. By
mathematical defining the maximum bound of activation
count without a refresh in a tREFW time window, we
guarantee safety at a specific FlipTH value. The devised
adaptive refresh policy decreases the energy overhead by
exploiting the row activation patterns of ordinary workloads.
Moreover, we proposed Mithril+, which requires a slight
modification of the RFM interface. It utilizes the existing
DRAM command to skip the sending of RFM commands,
which can significantly reduce the performance overhead of
Mithril. Our evaluation demonstrates that Mithril achieves
a significantly low energy overhead in all cases compared
to PARFM, whereas it incurs slightly higher performance
overhead. Mithril+ shows not only low energy overhead but
also significantly lower performance overhead such that it
is comparable to Graphene, a state-of-the-art RH-prevention
scheme that does not support RFM.
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IX. APPENDIX

A. Proof for Theorem 1

Theorem 1. Within any tREFW, an increase in the estimated
count for any single row is bounded to M , which is a
function of Nentry and RFMTH .
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Figure 12. Example case illustrating how the estimated count is updated
between two consecutive RFM intervals.

M =

Nentry∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
+

RFMTH

Nentry

(
tREFW(1− tRFC

tREFI )

tRC×RFMTH + tRFM
− 2

)

Henceforth, Nentry is replaced by N . Also, W represents
the maximum number of RFM intervals (the period between
two consecutive RFM commands) within a tREFW. It is
computed as follows:

W = d(tREFW− (tREFW/tREFI)× tRFC)/(tRC×RFMTH + tRFM)e
Suppose cj [i] is the i-th largest estimated count in the
Mithril table at the beginning of the j-th RFM interval
(1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ W ). c′j [i] is the i-th largest estimated
count in the table at the end of the j-th RFM interval.
Figure 12 illustrates a prime example of such notations.
Then, the following Lemmas hold true:

Lemma 1. c′j [i] = cj+1[i− 1]

Proof: At the end of each RFM interval, one of the entries
with the largest estimated count (i.e., c′j [1]) becomes the
target for the RFM refresh, and its estimated count is reset
to the minimum count in the table. Thus, the ranks of all
other entries are increased by one after the RFM refresh.

Lemma 2.
∑k

i=1 c
′
j [i] ≤

∑k
i=1 cj [i] + RFMTH for

1 ≤ k ≤ N

Proof: Considering that there are RFMTH ACTs within
each RFM interval and c′j [i] is larger than or equal to cj [i]
for all values of i by definition, the following holds true:

k∑
i=1

c′j [i] =

N∑
i=1

c′j [i]−
N∑

i=k+1

c′j [i]

=

N∑
i=1

cj [i] +RFMTH −
N∑

i=k+1

c′j [i]

=

k∑
i=1

cj [i]−
N∑

i=k+1

(c′j [i]− cj [i]) +RFMTH

≤
k∑

i=1

cj [i] +RFMTH

Lemma 3.
∑k

i=1 cj [i] ≤
∑k

i=1 cj−1[i] + RFMTH for
1 ≤ k ≤ N

Proof: This is an obvious extension of Lemma 2 because∑k
i=1 cj [i] ≤

∑k
i=1 c

′
j−1[i]. In other words, an RFM refresh

always decreases the sum of the top k counter values in the
table.

Lemma 4.
∑k

i=1 cj [i] ≤
k

k+1 (
∑k+1

i=1 cj−1[i]+RFMTH) for

1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1
Proof: Using Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and the fact that
c′j−1[1] ≥ c′j−1[i] for all i, the following holds true:

k∑
i=1

cj [i] =
k+1∑
i=2

c′j−1[i]

=
k+1∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]− c′j−1[1]

≤
k+1∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]−
1

k + 1

k+1∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]

=
k

k + 1

k+1∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]

≤ k

k + 1

(
k+1∑
i=1

cj−1[i] +RFMTH

)

With these Lemmas, we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proving Theorem 1 is equivalent to proving the following:

c′W [1]− c1[N ] ≤M for given c1[1], ..., c1[N ]

This works because any row’s estimated count that is in-
creased during the W RFM intervals is obviously less than
the difference between the largest estimated count at the end
(c′W [1]) and the smallest estimated count at the beginning
(c1[N ]). Accordingly, we can obtain the upper bound for
c′W [1] as follows:

c′W [1] ≤ cW [1] +RFMTH (∵ Lemma 2)

≤ 1

2

(
2∑

i=1

cW−1[i] +RFMTH

)
+RFMTH (∵ Lemma 4)

≤ 1

3

(
3∑

i=1

cW−2[i] +RFMTH

)
+

2∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
(∵ Lemma 4)

Repeatedly applying Lemma 4 for a total of N − 1 times,
we obtain the following inequality:

c′W [1] ≤ 1

N

(
N∑
i=1

cW−N+1[i] +RFMTH

)
+

N−1∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

=
1

N

(
N∑
i=1

cW−N+1[i]

)
+

N∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

At this point, we can no longer apply Lemma 4 and instead
apply Lemma 3 (k = N ) W −N times.

c′W [1] ≤
∑N

i=1 c1[i]

N
+

(W −N)RFMTH

N
+

N∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

=

∑N
i=1 c1[i]

N
+M − N − 2

N
RFMTH

Earlier, we showed that proving Theorem 1 is equivalent to
proving c′W [1]−c1[N ] ≤M . With the above equation, prov-
ing the following is the only step left to prove Theorem 1:∑N

i=1 c1[i]

N
− c1[N ] ≤ N − 2

N
RFMTH

Here, the left-hand side can be represented as follows.
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∑N
i=1 c1[i]

N
− c1[N ] =

∑N
i=1 c1[i]−Nc1[N ]

N
=

∑N
i=1(c1[i]− c1[N ])

N

The upper bound of ∑N
i=1(cj [i] − cj [N ]) for any j-th RFM

interval can be obtained by contradiction. We assume that∑N
i=1(cj [i] − cj [N ]) is maximized when j is m and that

the difference between cm[1] and cm[N ] is greater than
RFMTH . Then, the following holds:

c′m−1[1]− c′m−1[N ] ≥ c′m−1[2]− c′m−1[N ]

= cm[1]− cm[N ] > RFMTH

(3)

At the end of the (m-1)-th RFM interval, c′m−1[1] is reduced
to c′m−1[N ] by RFM. Therefore

N∑
i=1

(cm[i]− cm[N ]) =

N∑
i=1

(c′m−1[i]− c′m−1[N ])− (c′m−1[1]− c′m−1[N ])

=

N∑
i=1

(cm−1[i]− cm−1[N ]) +RFMTH − (c′m−1[1]− c′m−1[N ])

<

N∑
i=1

(cm−1[i]− cm−1[N ]) (∵ (3))

This contradicts the contention that ∑N
i=1(cj [i] − cj [N ]) is

maximized when j is m. Therefore, if ∑N
i=1(cj [i]− cj [N ]) is

maximized when j is m, the difference between cm[1] and
cm[N ] is less than or equal to RFMTH . Then, we obtain
the following inequality:∑N

i=1(c1[i]− c1[N ])

N
≤
∑N

i=1(cm[i]− cm[N ])

N

=

∑N−2
i=1 (cm[i]− cm[N ])

N
(∵ cm[N − 1] = cm[N ])

≤
∑N−2

i=1 (cm[1]− cm[N ])

N

≤ (N − 2)RFMTH

N

B. Finding New M for Adaptive Refresh

If the adaptive refresh policy (Section V-A) is applied to
Mithril, Lemmas 1 and 4 in Section IX-A no longer hold
because the preventive refresh may not occur at the end of
the RFM interval. The modified M (henceforth M ′) for the
adaptive refresh is as follows.

Theorem 2. When the adaptive refresh is applied to Mithril,
an increase in the estimated count for any single row within
any tREFW is bounded to M ′, which is a function of Nentry,
RFMTH , and AdTH .

M ′ =

n∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
+

(W − n∗ +Nentry − 2)RFMTH + (Nentry − n∗)AdTH

Nentry

∗ W = d(tREFW− (tREFW/tREFI)× tRFC)/(tRC×RFMTH + tRFM)e
∗ n∗ = d(Nentry ×RFMTH)/(RFMTH +AdTH)e

At the end of any j-th RFM interval, the preventive
refresh does not occur if the difference between c′j [1] and
c′j [N ] is less than AdTH . Considering that the preventive
refresh may not occur, we modify Lemma 4 to Lemmas 5
and 6 as follows:

Lemma 5. If c′j−1[1]− c′j−1[N ] > AdTH , then∑k
i=1 cj [i] ≤ k

k+1 (
∑k+1

i=1 cj−1[i] + RFMTH) for
1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1

Proof: If c′j−1[1]−c′j−1[N ] > AdTH , the preventive refresh
occurs at the end of the (j-1)-th RFM interval, so we can
derive the same result as Lemma 4.

Lemma 6. If c′j−1[1]− c′j−1[N ] ≤ AdTH , then∑k
i=1 cj [i] ≤

k
N

(∑N
i=1 cj−1[i] +RFMTH + (N − k)AdTH

)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ N − 1
Proof: Because RFM does not occur at the j-th RFM
interval, cj [i] = c′j−1[i] for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Then, the following
holds true.

N∑
i=1

cj [i] =
N∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]

=
k∑

i=1

c′j−1[i] +
N∑

i=k+1

c′j−1[i]

≥
k∑

i=1

c′j−1[i] + (N − k)c′j−1[N ]

≥
k∑

i=1

c′j−1[i] + (N − k)(c′j−1[1]−AdTH)

≥
k∑

i=1

c′j−1[i] + (N − k)

(
1

k

k∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]−AdTH

)

≥ N

k

k∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]− (N − k)AdTH

k∑
i=1

cj [i] =

k∑
i=1

c′j−1[i]

≤ k

N

(
N∑
i=1

c′j−1[i] + (N − k)AdTH

)

≤ k

N

(
N∑
i=1

cj−1[i] +RFMTH + (N − k)AdTH

)

Similar to Theorem 1, proving Theorem 2 is equivalent to
proving c′W [1]− c1[N ] ≤M ′. For some arbitrary number n
smaller than W , assume that the preventive refresh does not
occur at the n-th last RFM interval (i.e., the (W−n)-th RFM
interval) and that the preventive refresh occurs at all the
subsequent RFM intervals. Even with the adaptive refresh,
Lemmas 2 and 3 are still true.

If n is greater than N , the upper bound of c′W [1]− c1[N ]
is equivalent to M (the result of Theorem 1). We can obtain
this result by applying Lemma 5 (equivalent to Lemma 4)
for N − 1 times and applying Lemma 3 for W −N times
to c′W [1].

Otherwise, if n is less than or equal to N , we first
repeatedly apply Lemma 5 for a total of n − 1 times to
obtain the upper bound of c′W [1]:
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c′W [1] ≤ cW [1] +RFMTH (∵ Lemma 2)

≤ 1

2

(
2∑

i=1

cW−1[i] +RFMTH

)
+RFMTH (∵ Lemma 5)

≤ 1

3

(
3∑

i=1

cW−2[i] +RFMTH

)
+

2∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
(∵ Lemma 5)

...

≤ 1

n

(
n∑

i=1

cW−n+1[i] +RFMTH

)
+

n−1∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

=
1

n

(
n∑

i=1

cW−n+1[i]

)
+

n∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

At this point, we have to apply Lemma 6.

c′W [1] ≤ 1

N

(
N∑
i=1

cW−n[i] +RFMTH + (N − n)AdTH

)
+

n∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

Then, we apply Lemma 3 (k = N ) for W − n− 1 times.

c′W [1] ≤ 1

N

(
N∑
i=1

c1[i] + (W − n)RFMTH + (N − n)AdTH

)
+

n∑
k=1

RFMTH

k

The maximum value of ∑N
i=1(cj [i] − cj [N ]) is equivalent to

that in the proof of Theorem 1. Then, the following holds
true.

c′W [1]− c′1[N ] ≤ 1

N

(
N∑
i=1

(c1[i]− c1[N ]) + (W − n)RFMTH + (N − n)AdTH

)

+
n∑

k=1

RFMTH

k

≤ 1

N
((N − 2)RFMTH + (W − n)RFMTH + (N − n)AdTH)

+
n∑

k=1

RFMTH

k

≤ 1

N
((N − 2 +W − n)RFMTH + (N − n)AdTH) +

n∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
(4)

Suppose M ′[n] is the right side of the inequality (4) for 1 ≤
n ≤ N . Note that M ′[N ] = M , which is the upper bound
of c′W [1] − c1[N ] when n is greater than N (which is the
same as the value when the adaptive refresh is not applied).
Now, we need to find the n value maximizing M ′[n]. For
2 ≤ n ≤ N , the difference between M ′[n] and M ′[n − 1]
is as follows:

M ′[n]−M ′[n− 1] =
RFMTH

n
− RFMTH +AdTH

N

(M ′[n]−M ′[n−1]) is a decreasing function with respect to
n. Thus, the largest n (i.e., n∗) satisfying M ′[n] > M ′[n−1]
is given by n∗ = d(N × RFMTH)/(RFMTH + AdTH)e,
and it maximizes M ′[n]. Finally, we can prove Theorem 2
as follows:

c′W [1]− c′W [N ] ≤
n∗∑
k=1

RFMTH

k
+

(W − n∗ +N − 2)RFMTH + (N − n∗)AdTH

N

= M ′

∗ M ′ = M ′[n∗]

C. PARFM Probability of Failure

A PARA-inspired, intuitive form of a probabilistic pre-
vention scheme, PARFM, is deployable under the RFM
interface. Whenever an RFM command arrives, PARFM
randomly samples a single aggressor row among the last
RFMTH activations and executes the preventive refresh
on its victims. The probability of being selected for a row
depends on the ratio of its ACTs on the last RFMTH activa-
tions. PARFM’s protection capability depends on RFMTH ,
which determines the sampling rate.

Failure probability of PARFM requires two major modifi-
cations on the original method of PARA: the worst-case ACT
pattern and mathematical formulation. First, the number of
rows to activate depends on the given RFMTH value, while
the worst-case ACT pattern of PARA was to activate a single
row continuously. Suppose only a single row is activated
under PARFM. In that case, it will always be selected
at the next RFM command, and its victims will receive
the preventive refresh. From the attacker’s perspective, the
cost-effectiveness in minimizing the PARFM selection and
quickly reaching FlipTH is expressed as the following
(where j denotes the number of ACTs for a single row in a
single RFMTH activation interval):

Cost-effectiveness:
(
1− j

RFMTH

)1/j

(5)

Because this is a monotonically decreasing function and
the RFMTH period that the row is not activated can be ig-
nored (it does not contribute to reaching the FlipTH ACTs),
activating a row only a single time for every RFMTH is
the most cost-effective pattern. We thus base our further
formulation on that the RFMTH number of different rows
are activated once every RFMTH period.

Compared to PARA, the mathematical formula also must
be different. The following formula is the accurate prob-
ability of failure for a single DRAM bank in a tREFW
time window. Fail(1) denotes the failure probability where
a single row fails. Fail(2) denotes the failure probability
where two different rows fail in a tREFW window and so
on. Based on Equation (5), a uniform distribution of ACTs
on the activated rows is assumed.

Bank failure probability: RFMTH
C1Fail(1)− RFMTH

C2Fail(2)

+RFMTH
C3Fail(3)− RFMTH

C4Fail(4) . . .

Fail(1) can be calculated using the following recurrence
equation where P [i] denotes the failure probability at the
i-th RFM command:

P [i] = P [i− 1] +
1

RFMTH

(1− 1

RFMTH

)FlipTH/2(1− P [i− FlipTH/2− 1])

The initial condition is as follows.
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P [i] =


0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ FlipTH

2 − 1(
1− 1

RFMTH

)FlipTH/2

for i = FlipTH

2

We acquire Fail(1) by calculating the last P [i] in a
tREFW window. Fail(2) is much smaller than Fail(1)
because the FlipTH value exceeds over 1K even at the
most pessimistic RH vulnerability. The probability of more
than one row reaching the FlipTH ACT value without being
refreshed is much less likely compared to that of a single
row. Therefore, we estimate the probability of failure (upper-
bound) with only the first term of bank failure probability.
Using the bank failure probability, we can acquire the system
failure probability based on the number of banks that can
be simultaneously attacked (Nbanks).

System Failure Probability: 1− (1− Fail(1))Nbanks

In our experimental system of 2 ranks of 32 banks each,
a total of 22 banks can be activated satisfying the tFAW
constraints. In Section VI-A, we properly set the RFMTH

value on each target FlipTH ; therefore, our system failure
probability is lower than 10−15.
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